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Cast Iron Skillet Cornbread by Alex Guarnaschelli
Photography by Food Network

soul food itself, is also one
that has been used to prepare
all kinds of foods. Smooth and
shiny enough to cook eggs
and bacon and hearty enough
to roast meat and even bake
breads and cobblers; the cast
iron skillet has been used to
cook just about everything.
The skillet has been around
since the 19th century, and is
one of the most versatile and
coveted kitchen items that
will continue to stand the test
of time (if cared for properly).
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When you think of African
American cuisine, the words
‘Soul Food’ most likely come
to mind. African American
cuisine is however not just limited to fried chicken, collard
greens or cornbread; African
American cuisine is in fact
American cuisine. America,
with all of its languages, foods
and cultures, has all been adapted from the many places
which people migrated from,
and is in fact one big melting
pot. One very ‘American’ kitchen item in particular that
may be as iconic as the term

Cast Iron Skillet Aerial view
Drawing and Photography by Angele Jeanne F.

Cast Iron Skillet front elongated view
Drawing and Photography by Angele Jeanne F.

Cast Iron Skillet upside down view
Drawing and Photography by Angele Jeanne F.
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When thinking of ways that the Cast iron skillet was used over time,
I realized much of it was used to fry foods as the structure and
material of the pan is made to cook things evenly and retain heat.
If you‘ve ever used a cast iron skillet, you can attest to the weight
of the pan and typically pouring things out of the pan with one
handle can be problematic. A more practical design for this pan
would be to include two handles evenly placed on the sides of the
skillet to evenly distrube weight when lifting and pouring. In addition, the handles are easier to grab by changing their shape which
affords a better grip. There is also only one place to pour from
this pan and that is to ensure you are pouring away from yourself
to avoid any accidents. Lastly, I have included a lid which should
be made from a lighter material such as glass, and include perforated holes on the side to assist with pouring. This would also
allow for universal cooking uses so that it isnt just a ‘frying pan‘.

Clay Model of Skillet Redesign views 1-3
Modeling and Photography by Angele Jeanne F.
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‘Una Casita Tradicional’
After our virtual meeting with the members of the WoodyCrest Community Garden and looking into some of the
additional history of the space, we as a group felt it was
important to hold true to some of the fundamental elements of what makes a casita a casita. We researched
some community gardens with and without casitas
throughout NYC, including NYRP’s modern approach to
a casita at the Willis Avenue Community garden.

(Photo Credit: NYRP Willis Ave. garden ‘casita‘)

Although the design was beautiful, there are little to no
elements that would remind you of a traditional casita
on the ‘Puerto Rican countryside” like the garden owner
mentioned. We eventually discovered ‘Casita Rincòn de
Criollo‘ also known as ‘La Casa de Chema’, built in the
late 1970s in the Bronx which helped with brainstorming.

(Photo Credit: Rincón Criollo’s casita (Photo: Marijn Ferier)

For the preliminary sketches we thought of some ideas
that reminded us of old casitas and decided to add some
modern touches as you will see in the following sketches:

Exterior of Casita side view
Sketching and Photography by Angele Jeanne F.

Exterior of Casita Front entrance view
Sketching Photography by Angele Jeanne F.

WoodyCrest Garden Redesign cont.

Casita Architectural Sketch
Sketching and Photography by Tamarra Thomas

Casita Architectural Sketch
Sketching and Photography by Tamarra Thomas

Guidelines/input from gardeners to include in redesign:
-To keep some elements of the original structure (possibly the wood painted green can be used
for some internal or external design element)
“keepsake/emblem”
-Incorporate ‘Feng Shui’ if possible for good energy
-Enclosed Kitchen area
-Include Rain Barrels for collecting rain water to also
possibly use for handwashing
A sink with faucet for kitchen and handwashing station
so fire hydrant is only used when
necessary (Barrels with spigots can be used for this
purpose to connect hose)
-Storage areas for the following items:
● Seed Library
● Cubby area for garden guests
● Cubby area/lockers for gardeners personal items
● Cabinets/storage for small garden tools
● Cabinets/storage for kitchen prep, cooking utensils
● A space to keep dry goods, ingredients, snacks for
children etc.
● A space/cabinets for plates, cups etc.
-Seating area
-Library
-Space to hold events/workshops

Casita Architectural Digital Sketch
Design and Photography by Angele J Freeman

Brainstorming more Casita
Sketches...

Casita Architectural Sketch
Drawing and Photography by Angele J Freeman

Brainstorming more Casita
Sketches...

Final Casita Floorplan

Casita Architectural Digital Sketches
by Angele J Freeman

Final Casita Design

Paper Casita Model

Paper Casita Model House
baked and photographed by Tamarra Thomas

Paper Casita Model

Cookie Casita Model

Gingerbread Cookie Casita Model
baked and photographed by Tamarra Thomas

Cookie Casita Model

Gingerbread Cookie Casita Model
baked and photographed by Tamarra Thomas

Does GrowNYC need an App?
Speaking as a person with a background in UX Design (User Experience), immediately upon visiting
the GrowNYC website, I knew there needed to be an
easier way to access the information. The website is
information-rich and thus can be a bit overwhelming
depending on who is visiting the site and what they
are looking for. I don‘t believe the site itself is poorly
designed, but the ‘information architecture’ could use
some adjustments. Also not sure if I can possibly do
an app design for the personal project pertaining to
Grow NYC as I looked and don‘t see that they have an
app at all. I think an app would be great and I would
specifically design it in a way that depending on who
you are and what you need to find in the app, the information is more easily accessible. The app wouldn‘t
just be centered around the customers however, the
app would also be a great way for farmers to update
information regarding item availability at markets and
other pertinent information. There may even be a way
to implement making a purchase via the app beforehand to reduce time spent at the market and streamline
a process that can be daunting due to social distancing/
COVID

App Home page quick sketch
Design and Photography by Angele J Freeman

Introducing:

Market Day

Ideation

An app by me.

Another course I am currently taking is Food Policy
and we got to read Closing the Food Gap by Mark Winne
and have a few Zoom conversations with him.
After doing research in both Food policy & food design as
well as urban gardening, it reminded me of the importance
of farmers markets and how much support they need especially during such unprecedented times.
Market Day is an app that will support a local and regional
food system by incentivizing SNAP/EBT recipients to use
their benefits ar farmers markets, some of which are already
implementing incentives such as Market Match in California, and Double Up Food Bucks in New York.
Initially, farmers markets were intended to ‘close the food
gap‘ esp. in low income income areas; areas that als have
the highest percentages of households on public assistance
-who alos have less supermarket space per capita than higher income areas
-the poor nationwide also pay more for less quality
-lack of access & transportation affects their ability to use
their food assistance dollars effectively.
Quick App ideation prototype example: Home Screen
Design and Photography by Angele J Freeman

Quick App ideation prototype example: Home Screen
Design and Photography by Angele J Freeman

Quick App ideation prototype example: Screen 2
Design and Photography by Angele J Freeman

Quick App ideation prototype example: Screen 3
Design and Photography by Angele J Freeman

First time shopping? click here
Already have an account? Sign in

…90026

Its Friday, and Echo Park Farmers Market is open!
Would you like to shop here? Select below

continue
We couldnt find any other open farmers markets
for the zip code you entered.

Go Back

Choose a Vendor below to start shopping at
Echo Park Farmers Market

Go Back
Choose from the items available below at
Ayala Farms Vegetables and Strawberries

add to cart

add to cart

add to cart

Go Back

The following items have been added to your cart:

What would you like to do next?

Shop with other vendors at this market

Checkout

Go Back

Checkout

Choose a payment method

Apple Pay
Mastercard 4531
X

****4531

EBT SNAP card

confirm payment method

3 items in your basket:

Place Order

Your Order: #876535 is Confirmed.

! As

a SNAP shopper
with Double Up Food
Bucks you doubled
your food items
today for the same
price!

We’ll notify you when the vendor has
begun packing your order.

Graphics used in app demo
are paid license via Creative
Market.
Iphone Wireframe:
https://cssauthor.com/latestcollection-of-iphonewireframe-psds/

Food Images: Obtained via
Instacart in app screenshots

Farmers Market Images:
https://seela.org/marketsecho-park/

